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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

The antisaccade task has been widely used to investigate cognitive action control. While the general network for saccadic eye movements is well defined, the exact location of eye fields within the frontal cortex strongly varies between studies. It is unknown whether this inconsistency reflects spatial uncertainty or is the result of different involvement of subregions for specific aspects of eye movement control. The aim of the present study was to examine functional differentiations within the frontal cortex by integrating results from neuroimaging studies analyzing pro- and antisaccade behavior using meta-analyses. The results provide evidence for a differential functional specialization of neighboring oculomotor frontal regions, with lateral frontal eye fields (FEF) and supplementary eye field (SEF) more often involved in prosaccades while medial FEF and anterior midcingulate cortex (aMCC) revealed consistent stronger involvement for antisaccades. This dissociation was furthermore mirrored by functional connectivity analyses showing that the lateral FEF and SEF are embedded in a motor output network, while medial FEF and aMCC are integrated in a multiple demand network.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Visual exploration of our environment depends on different kinds of saccadic eye movements requiring distinct levels of control processes. Visually guided saccades are reflexive rapid eye movements directed towards a particular stimulus location while volitional saccades are initiated endogenously and modulated by higher order control processes (cf. Mc Dowell et al., 2008). A classical paradigm to investigate different aspects of control demands during oculomotor behavior in a well-controlled experimental setup is the antisaccade task (Hallett, 1978). In its most common implementation, the participant is instructed to fixate a central location and is then presented with a lateralized visual stimulus. In (previously cued) prosaccade trials participants are required to make a saccade towards the stimulus, while in antisaccade trials participants are required to perform a saccade to the mirror symmetrical position. While a prosaccade is a direct sensorimotor transformation, it has been suggested that correct performance in antisaccade trials requires additional higher cognitive processes compared to the (more reflexive) prosaccade trials (Herweg et al., 2014; McDowell et al., 2008; Munoz and Everling, 2004). During antisaccade trials participants first have to inhibit the reflexive response to look towards the visual target and then transform the stimulus location into an endogenous volitional response to the contralateral side (Munoz and Everling, 2004). Comparing performance in antisaccade trials with those in prosaccade trials usually reveals increased error rates and an increase in reaction times for antisaccades (for a review see Everling and Fischer, 1998).

An extensive literature covering electrophysiological and neuroimaging findings has attempted to delineate the underlying neural substrates of saccadic eye movements in humans and non-human primates (e.g. Brown et al., 2006; Chikazoe et al., 2007; Ettinger et al., 2008; Schlag-Rey et al., 1997; Wegener et al., 2008; for a review see Munoz and Everling, 2004). The fundamental neural circuitry underlying the transformation of visual input into motor output does not seem to differ substantially between visually driven prosaccades and more complex saccades, such as antisaccades (Leigh and Zee, 1999). Visual information enters the brain through the retina and is sent via the optic tract to the lateral geniculate nucleus and from there to the primary visual cortex (for a review see McDowell et al., 2008). Then, information is sent to the extrastriate visual areas and further to the parietal cortex, particularly the superior parietal lobe and parietal eye fields. From the parietal cortex information is forwarded to the frontal eye fields (FEF) and supplementary eye field (SEF) to which it exerts reciprocal connections (Barbas and Mesulam, 1981; Ferraina et al., 2002; Leichnetz, 2001). These cortical regions have direct connections to the subcortical saccade circuit such as the thalamus, basal ganglia and superior colliculus which modulate information via feedback loops (cf. Lynch and Tian, 2006). When the context requires additional higher cognitive processes, such as when performing an antisaccade, changed activity levels in the basic saccade circuitry as well as activity increases in additional brain areas (specifically in the prefrontal cortex (PFC)) have been observed (cf. McDowell et al., 2008).

Three different eye fields have been identified in the non-human primate frontal lobe: the SEF and the cingulate eye field (CEF) within the posterior medial frontal cortex and the FEF lying within the dorsal premotor cortex (for a review see Amiez and Petrides, 2009). Some authors have argued for further subdivisions within these frontal oculomotor areas particularly within the FEF, which might reflect differentiable involvement in sensorimotor versus cognitive control demands during eye movement behavior (McDowell et al., 2008). This dissociation is well in line with reports of differential anatomical and functional connectivity of subregions within the FEF especially with the visual and parietal cortices as revealed by tracer and functional connectivity analyses in non-human primates (Babapoor-Farrokhran et al., 2013; Schall et al., 1995; Stanton et al., 1995). While potential homologues of (at least) the FEF and SEF have been described in the human brain using imaging techniques, localization varies between different studies making precise anatomical delineations rather difficult. The image is furthermore complicated by divergences between functional imaging results and those from electrical stimulation studies in humans (for a review see Amiez and Petrides, 2009; Sweeney et al., 2007). Possible explanations for this inconsistency might be spatial uncertainty in neuroimaging methods as well as differences in the specific paradigm settings and hence variable involvement of subregions within the dorsal premotor and posterior medial frontal cortex specifically associated with either more basal sensorimotor processes or higher volitional control demands.

One possible approach to overcome the potential bias of individual studies and look for convergent brain activation associated with specific aspects of eye movements is integrating results from different neuroimaging studies using meta-analyses. We here used coordinate-based activation likelihood estimation (ALE) meta-analysis (Eickhoff et al., 2012; Eickhoff et al., 2009; Turkeltaub et al., 2002; Turkeltaub et al., 2012) as a method to integrate results from different experiments investigating brain activity changes during the performance of pro- and antisaccades. This method allows identifying reliable region of interests robustly defined across many experiments that may in a next step be used as a priori information to investigate the specific network structure with independent datasets such as functional or structural connectivity data.

In the present study we investigated functional connectivity (FC) using task-dependent and task-independent FC analyses. FC is defined as the temporal coincidence of neurophysiological events in spatially distant brain areas (cf. Aertsen et al., 1989; Friston et al., 2008).
FC thus represents a general concept of describing brain connectivity based on correlative observations and may be assessed in different settings using different methods. The two most popular of those are task-dependent analyses of co-activation patterns and in particular correlations in task-free resting-state fMRI data. Methods for assessing task-dependent FC have emerged within the last years through meta-analytic connectivity modeling (MACM) (Laird et al., 2009; Eickhoff et al., 2010; Robinson et al., 2010), a method capitalizing on the large number of highly standardized neuroimaging reports as contained, e.g., in the BrainMap database (www.brainmap.org). MACM–FC analyses rely on identifying those regions that show consistent co-activation with a specific seed region across a multitude of neuroimaging experiments. Importantly, selection of experiments used for the specific analysis is solely based on the prerequisite of finding activation within the particular seed region, independent of the type of paradigm used. Then, inference is performed based on the likelihood of observing concurrent activation in any other region in the brain (cf. Jakobs et al., 2012). This data-driven approach allows to specify networks conjointly co-activating across a broad range of differing experimental tasks without any selection biases (Eickhoff and Grefkes, 2011; Cieslik et al., 2013) and hence reflects task-dependent FC.

Task-independent or resting state FC, in turn, is based on the analysis of synchronized spontaneous signal fluctuation in the absence of an external structured task (Beckmann et al., 2005; for a review see van den Heuvel and Huskoff Pol, 2010). Even though resting-state (RS) connectivity cannot be mapped back to an actual task, its functional relevance has been supported by findings robustly showing that most identified resting-state networks resemble known functional networks found for basic visual processing up to higher cognitive functions, such as attention or salience detection (for a review see van den Heuvel and Huskoff Pol, 2010; Lee et al., 2013). Moreover, a recent study could show that synchronized spontaneous neural activity across cortical regions is relevant for behavior by showing that RS correlation between two face-selective regions positively correlated with individual performance in different face processing tasks but not in non-face tasks (Zhu et al., 2011). The most common interpretation of RS connectivity is that it may help to keep systems in an active state, hence improving performance and control processes whenever functional connectivity is required (cf. van den Heuvel and Huskoff Pol, 2010).

Summarizing, as the functional role of a region is supposed to be crucially related to the neural network it is interacting with, FC analyses can provide new information about large-scale communication in the human brain and functional specialization of brain regions.

The aim of the present study was twofold: we investigated potential subdivisions within the medial (SEF/CEF) and lateral (FEF) frontal cortex reflecting differentiated functional involvement in either more basal sensorimotor or higher cognitive control processes. In a next step, we tested for possible functional connectivity (FC) differences between such regions supporting different aspects of eye movement behavior. In particular, we used meta-analyses to test which regions within the frontal cortex showed consistent involvement during prosaccades across neuroimaging studies and which regions were consistently stronger recruited for antisaccades vs. prosaccades. Then, FC differences between regions selectively involved in prosaccades versus those specifically involved in antisaccades were investigated using task-dependent and task-independent FC. As prosaccades require a direct visuo-motor transformation that is strongly reflexive (e.g. Munoz and Everling, 2004) we hypothesized that frontal regions stronger involved in prosaccades would show specific FC with areas that are known to be associated with more basal motor processes. On the other hand, regions specifically involved for antisaccades would be more strongly involved in a network associated with increased demands for cognitive control as antisaccades require additional control processes to be able to suppress the prepotent motor response and endogenously initiate the incongruent eye movement (McDowell et al., 2008; Munoz and Everling, 2004).

2. Methods

2.1. Meta-analyses

2.1.1. Criteria selection of data used for meta-analysis

The investigations were performed according to the standard procedures for neuroimaging meta-analyses using ALE (cf. e.g. Langner and Eickhoff, 2013; Rotschky et al., 2012). In the present meta-analyses, neuroimaging experiments using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission tomography (PET) investigating the neural correlates of the pro- and antisaccade task were included. To be able to investigate consistent differential involvement for different control demands during saccadic eye movements, we included experiments either contrasting prosaccades versus rest or a fixation condition as well as experiments contrasting antisaccades versus prosaccades. Relevant experiments were identified by a PubMed literature search (http://www.pubmed.org), including the ‘related articles’ function of the PubMed database as well as reference tracing of retrieved studies and review articles. Only data from healthy adults were included, while data from children and patients were excluded. Moreover, single-subject reports as well as experiments investigating between-group effects pertaining, for example, to handedness, sex, or genotype were excluded. In the present study only results from whole-brain group analyses reported as coordinates in a standard reference space (Talairach/Tournoux or MNI) were included, while results of region of interest analyses were excluded. However, it has to be noted that in some of the studies included — especially the older ones — the field of view may not always cover the lowest extent of the brain, such as the lowermost part of the cerebellum. Based on these criteria, 12 experiments contrasting prosaccades vs. a baseline condition, which could be either prosaccades vs. rest or prosaccades vs. baseline, were identified eligible for inclusion into the present meta-analysis (see Table 1). Moreover, 12 experiments contrasting antisaccades vs. prosaccades were included to identify those regions that reveal consistent stronger involvement for antisaccades compared to prosaccades and should therefore reflect the additional cognitive processes that are required to correctly perform an antisaccade. We did not include experiments contrasting antisaccades vs. rest or antisaccades vs. baseline as this contrast would also reveal brain regions that are associated with the basal motor aspects of eye movements and we here wanted to focus on those regions that are specifically associated with the cognitive control demands during antisaccades.

Coordinates reported in Talairach space were converted into MNI coordinates using a linear transformation (Lancaster et al., 2007) to account for differences in coordinates (MNI vs. Talairach space) between experiments.

2.1.2. Activation likelihood estimation algorithm

The meta-analyses were performed using the revised activation likelihood estimation (ALE) algorithm for coordinate-based meta-analyses of neuroimaging results (Eickhoff et al., 2012; Turkeltaub et al., 2002) implemented as in-house MATLAB tools. This algorithm allows identifying those areas that show a convergence of reported coordinates across experiments, which are higher than expected from a random spatial association. The key idea behind ALE is to treat the reported foci as centers for 3D Gaussian probability distributions capturing the spatial uncertainty associated with each focus. Importantly, the width of these uncertainty func-
tions is determined based on empirical data on the between-subject and between-template variance, which represent the main components of this uncertainty. Importantly, the applied algorithm weights the between-subject variance by the number of examined subjects per study, accommodating the notion that larger sample sizes should provide more reliable approximations of the ‘true’ activation effect and should therefore be modeled by ‘smaller’ Gaussian distributions (Eickhoff et al., 2009).

The probabilities of all foci reported in a given experiment were then combined for each voxel, resulting in a modeled activation (MA) map (Terkeltaub et al., 2012). Taking the union across these MA maps yielded voxel-wise ALE scores describing the convergence of results at each particular location of the brain. To distinguish ‘true’ convergence between studies from random convergence (i.e., noise), ALE scores were compared to a null-distribution reflecting a random spatial association between experiments. Hereby, a random-effects inference is invoked, focusing on inference on the above-chance convergence between studies, not clustering of foci within a particular study. The p-value of “true” ALE was then given by the proportion of equal or higher values obtained under the null-distribution. The resulting non-parametric p-values for each meta-analysis were then thresholded at a cluster-level corrected threshold of p < 0.05 (cluster-forming threshold at voxel-level p < 0.001) and transformed into Z-scores for display.

To test for differences between experimental conditions separate ALE meta-analyses for each condition were performed and subsequently the voxel-wise difference between the ensuing ALE maps was computed (cf. Langner and Eickhoff, 2013; Rottschy et al., 2012). In a next step, all experiments contributing to either analysis were pooled and randomly divided into two groups being of the same size as the two original sets under the null-hypothesis of label-exchangeability. Then, ALE scores for these two randomly assembled groups were subtracted from each other voxel-wise. This procedure was repeated 10,000 times yielding an empirical null-distribution of ALE-score differences between the two conditions. This empirical null-distribution was used for testing the significance of the observed difference in each voxels ALE scores by thresholding at a posterior probability of P > 0.95 for a true difference between the two samples. Voxels surviving that threshold were inclusively masked by the respective main effect, that is, the

significant effect of the ALE analysis for the minuend. Moreover, a cluster-extender threshold of k ≥ 25 voxels was applied (as done in Langner and Eickhoff, 2013).

For anatomic labelling of resulting effects in reference to probabilistic cytoarchitectonic maps the SPM Anatomy Toolbox (Eickhoff et al., 2007; Eickhoff et al., 2005), version 2.0, was used.

### 2.2. Functional connectivity analyses

#### 2.2.1. Task-dependent functional connectivity: meta-analytic connectivity modeling

To identify the co-activation profile of the foci obtained from the meta-analysis that showed differential stronger convergence for either the pro- or the antisaccade task, meta-analytic connectivity modeling (MACM) based on the BrainMap database (www.brainmap.org) was used. Details on the basic concept and methodology can be found in Eickhoff et al. (2010) as well as Laird et al. (2009) and Robinson et al. (2010).

In a first step, all experiments that showed at least one focus of activation in the seed region were identified. We restricted the search to fMRI and PET experiments reporting results from healthy adults only and did not consider any experiments involving pharmacological interventions or reported group comparisons (e.g. male vs. female; left-handed vs. right-handed participants). Then, a coordinate-based meta-analysis was performed in order to identify consistent co-activations across experiments by using the revised Activation Likelihood Estimation (ALE) algorithm (Eickhoff et al., 2012).

In a next step, for each voxel, the probabilities of all foci of a given experiment were aggregated, yielding a modeled activation (MA) map (Terkeltaub et al., 2012). The union of all MA maps then resulted in voxel-wise ALE scores, which reflect the convergence of results at each particular location of the brain. The ensuing ALE maps were then tested for statistical significance as described above for the meta-analyses. To investigate differences in task-based FC between functionally divergent seeds a similar approach as for the meta-analyses was performed. That is, difference maps calculating the voxel-wise difference of the Z-scores obtained from the seed specific MACM maps were calculated. Experiments contributing to either analysis were then pooled and randomly divided into two groups of the same size as the sets of contrasted exper-

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Contrast</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>fMRI/PET</th>
<th>Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aichert et al., 2012</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Prosaccades vs Baseline</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>MNI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aichert et al., 2012</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Antisaccades vs Prosaccades</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>MNI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson et al., 1994</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Prosaccades vs Baseline</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>PET</td>
<td>TAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown et al., 2006</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Prosaccades vs Baseline</td>
<td>event-related</td>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>TAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown et al., 2006</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Antisaccades vs Prosaccades</td>
<td>event-related</td>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>TAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown et al., 2007</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Antisaccades vs Prosaccades</td>
<td>event-related</td>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>TAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chikazoe et al., 2004</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Antisaccades vs Prosaccades</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>TAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorichini et al., 1997</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Prosaccades vs Baseline</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>PET</td>
<td>TAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorichini et al., 1997</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Antisaccades vs Prosaccades</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>PET</td>
<td>TAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ettinger et al., 2009</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Prosaccades vs Baseline</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>TAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ettinger et al., 2009</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Antisaccades vs Prosaccades</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>TAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford et al., 2005</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Antisaccades vs Prosaccades</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>MNI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fukumoto-Mototsuka et al., 2009</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Prosaccades vs Baseline</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>MNI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law et al., 1997</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Prosaccades vs Baseline</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>PET</td>
<td>TAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manoach et al., 2007</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Antisaccades vs Prosaccades</td>
<td>event-related</td>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>TAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matsuda et al., 2004</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Prosaccades vs Baseline</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>MNI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matsuda et al., 2004</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Antisaccades vs Prosaccades</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>MNI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Driscoll et al., 2005</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Antisaccades vs Prosaccades</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>PET</td>
<td>TAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paus et al., 1993</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Prosaccades vs Baseline</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>TAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paus et al., 1993</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Antisaccades vs Prosaccades</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>TAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petit et al., 2009</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Prosaccades vs Baseline</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>TAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schraa-Tam et al., 2009</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Prosaccades vs Baseline</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td>TAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweeney et al., 1996</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Prosaccades vs Baseline</td>
<td>event-related</td>
<td>TAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweeney et al., 1996</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Antisaccades vs Prosaccades</td>
<td>event-related</td>
<td>TAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ments (Eickhoff et al., 2011). Voxelwise ALE scores for these two randomly assembled groups were subtracted from each other and recorded. Repeating this process 10,000 times yielded an empirical null distribution of ALE-score differences between the two conditions. Based on this permutation procedure, the map of true differences was then thresholded at a posteriori probability of P > 0.95 for a true difference between the two samples. The resulting maps were then masked with the respective main effect of the min- uend connectivity map to avoid obtaining significant connectivity in voxels of the difference map that do not show significant co-activation on the underlying connectivity map. Furthermore, only regions with at least 25 cohesive voxels were considered in the resulting difference maps.

2.2.2. Task-independent functional connectivity: resting-state

For the task-independent FC analyses resting state data from the Nathan Kline Institute ‘Rockland’ sample (online available as part of the International Neuroimaging Datasharing Initiative (http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/pro/nki.html)) were examined. In the present study only healthy subjects between 18 and 85 years were included resulting in a sample of 132 subjects (mean age: 42.3 ± 18.08 years; 78 male, 54 female). Images were acquired on a Siemens TrioTim 3T scanner using blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) contrast (gradient-echo EPI pulse sequence, repetition time (TR) = 2.5 s, echo time (TE) = 30 ms, flip angle = 80°; in-plane resolution = 3.0 × 3.0 mm, 38 axial slices (3.0 mm thickness), covering the entire brain). Data was processed using SPM8 (Welcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8/). From the 260 echo-planar imaging (EPI) images per subject the first four scans were discarded prior to further anal- yses, allowing for magnetic field saturation, followed by motion correction using a two-pass affine registration. Then, the mean EPI image of each subject was spatially normalized to the MNI152 space using the “unified segmentation” approach (Ashburner and Friston, 2005) and the ensuing deformations applied to the indivi- dual EPI volumes. Images were smoothed by a 5-mm full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel. The effect of the following nuisance variables were then removed from the BOLD signal time series of each voxel: (i) the six motion parameters derived from the image realignment; (ii) the first derivatives of these motion parameters; (iii) mean grey matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid signal intensity per time point as obtained by separately averaging across voxels attributed to the respective tissue class in the SPM8 segmentation. All nuisance variables entered the model as first and also as second order terms (cf. Satterthwaite et al., 2013). Finally, data was band-pass filtered with the cut-off frequencies of 0.01 and 0.08 Hz as meaningful resting-state correlations will be predomin- antly found in these frequencies since the BOLD response acts as a low-pass filter (Biswal et al., 1995; Fox and Raichle, 2007).

Then, linear (Pearson) correlation coefficients were computed between the ensuing times series of the respective seed regions and those of all other gray matter voxels of the brain. These voxelwise correlation coefficients were then transformed into Fisher’s Z-scores and fed into a second-level analysis of variance (ANOVA) including an appropriate non-sphericity correction as imple- mented in SPM8. To investigate differences in task-independent FC between functionally divergent seeds, we contrasted FC between seeds by computing linear contrasts within SPM (e.g. FC of seed A > FC of seed B). In order to only identify regions showing positive FC with the seed these contrasts were always restricted to regions found in the positive main effect of the respective seed by applying minimum conjunction analysis (i.e. (FC of region A > FC of region B) ∩ positive FC of region A).

Results were thresholded at a cluster-level FWE corrected threshold of p < 0.05 (cluster-forming threshold at voxel-level p < 0.001). Only regions with at least 25 cohesive voxels were con- sidered in the resulting difference maps. Hence, the same threshold was used for MACM and resting state analyses.

3. Results

3.1. Meta-analytic results

Performing a meta-analysis across the prosaccade task (i.e. experiments contrasting “prosaccades vs. rest” and “prosaccades vs. fixation”) revealed consistent involvement of the SEF, the left and right lateral FEF (covering mainly the precentral gyrus), the bilateral superior parietal lobule (SPL, area 7A) (Scheperjans et al., 2008a; Scheperjans et al., 2008b) and the right intraparietal sulcus (IPS, hIP3 and hIP2) (Choi et al., 2006; Scheperjans et al., 2008b). Moreover, subcortically, consistent involvement of the left thala- mus was shown for the prosaccade task (Fig. 1A, Table S1). To identify those regions consistently stronger activated for antiscac- cades, a meta-analysis across experiment contrasting antisaccades vs. prosaccades was performed. This approach revealed consistent involvement of the bilateral medial FEF (covering mainly su- perior and middle frontal gyrus), the SEF, bilateral SPL (area 7A, 7P) (Scheperjans et al., 2008a; Scheperjans et al., 2008b), as well as the anterior midcingulate cortex (aMCC) (Fig. 1B, Table S2). Overlaying the results of the two meta-analyses as depicted in Fig. 1C revealed spatial overlap within bilateral SPL, FEF and the SEF (Fig. 1C).

As the number of included experiments per meta-analysis (n = 12) was rather small in the supplementary results we provide a list of the experiments that contributed to the specific regional effects, showing that the results were very stable and not driven by only a small portion of experiments. In particular, for the meta- analysis across prosaccades at least seven experiments (i.e. more than half of all included experiments) contributed to the effect in each cortical region. Less convergence was found for the thalamus, where only four experiments were contributing to the effect. For antisaccades vs. prosaccades there were at least six experiments contributing for the effect in each region, but for most regions it was even more (eight to ten experiments).

Furthermore, we directly contrasted the above results, to test for differential convergence in pro- and antisaccades, respectively. This analysis revealed stronger convergence of activity for prosac- cades in the SEF, the more lateral parts of the FEF as well as the right SPL (area 7A) and the left thalamus (Fig. 1D in red, Table S3). In con- trast, antisaccade-specific consistency of activity was found in more medial parts of the FEF, the right aMCC and the right precuneus extending into SPL (Fig. 1D in green, Table S4). That is, within the frontal lobes we found a functional differentiation within the FEF and the posterior medial frontal cortex for pro- and antisaccades.

3.2. Task-dependent and task-independent functional connectivity analyses

Meta-analytic results revealed a spatial dissociation within the frontal cortex. In particular, within the posterior medial frontal cortex the SEF was more consistently found for prosaccades while the aMCC revealed consistent stronger involvement for antisaccades vs. prosaccades. An analog dissociation was found within the lat- eral frontal cortex, particularly within the FEF, with lateral FEF more often involved in prosaccades and medial FEF more often associated with antisaccades vs. prosaccades. To further examine if the differ- ent spatial locations of clusters within the FEF and posterior medial frontal cortex reflect distinct functional regions that can also be dis- tinguished in respect to their functional connectivity profile with other regions, the frontal oculomotor regions resulting from the latter meta-analytic contrast were used as seed regions for MACM and RS connectivity analysis. The general approach was identical.
Fig. 1. A. Foci of brain activity with significant convergence across all prosaccade experiments included in the meta-analysis (cluster-level p < 0.05, family-wise error-corrected for multiple comparisons; cluster-forming threshold p < 0.001 at voxel level). B. Foci of brain activity showing consistent stronger involvement for antisaccades versus prosaccades (cluster-level p < 0.05, family-wise error-corrected for multiple comparisons; cluster-forming threshold p < 0.001 at voxel level). C. Overlay (in yellow) of results for the meta-analyses across prosaccades (in red) and across antisaccades versus prosaccades (in green). D. Brain regions showing significantly stronger across-experiment convergence of prosaccade-related activity compared to antisaccade-specific convergence are shown in red. Brain regions showing significantly stronger across-experiment convergence of antisaccade-specific activity compared to prosaccade-specific convergence are shown in green.

for MACM and RS analyses. To test for regions showing increased FC with prosaccade-specific frontal regions, we first performed a contrast between lateral vs. medial FEFs FC as well as a contrast between SEFs vs. aMCCs FC. Then, a conjunction analysis across the specific FC profile of the lateral FEF and the SEF was performed to reveal those regions commonly integrated with prosaccade-specific frontal regions. An analog approach was performed to test for regions functionally coupled with antisaccade-specific regions.

3.2.1. Task-dependent functional connectivity

We first performed a contrast between lateral versus medial FEF FC-profile as well as between SEF versus aMCC, to identify regions that showed stronger MACM-FC with prosaccade-related regions. In a next step, a minimum conjunction analysis across these two contrasts was conducted to reveal those regions that show conjoint stronger task-dependent FC with lateral FEF and SEF. This approach revealed a network consisting of bilateral precentral gyrus, superior temporal gyrus (STG), Area 44, the SEF extending into the supplementary motor area (SMA), right temporal pole as well as bilateral putamen, left thalamus and the cerebellum (Fig. 2, in red, Table S5).

The same rational was done for antisaccade-specific regions. First, a contrast between medial versus lateral FEF and aMCC versus SEF MACM-FC was performed, with subsequent conjunction analysis across specific lateral FEF and aMCC MACM-FC. This analysis revealed a network consisting of bilateral medial frontal gyrus, IPS, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), the aMCC, left SPL and right anterior insula (Fig. 2, in green, Table S6).

3.2.2. Task-independent functional connectivity

Again, we first performed a contrast between lateral versus medial FEF and SEF versus aMCC RS-FC maps respectively and then performed a conjunction analysis across these contrasts to identify regions that showed specific RS-FC with prosaccade-related regions. This approach revealed a network consisting of bilateral precentral gyrus, middle (MTG) extending into superior temporal gyrus (STG), SEF extending into SMA, as well as left IFG (in particular area 44) (Fig. 3, in red, Table S7). In contrast, medial FEF and aMCC showed conjoint specific RS-FC with bilateral DLPFC, IPL, posterior cingulate cortex, the aMCC and right superior frontal gyrus (Fig. 3, in green, Table S8).
4. Discussion

The aim of the present study was to examine frontal cortex involvement for different demands of eye movement control during visually guided prosaccades compared to antisaccades. This was done by integrating results from previous neuroimaging studies using coordinate-based meta-analyses. Within the frontal cortex specific consistent involvement of lateral FEF and posterior SEF was found for prosaccades, while antisaccade performance revealed consistent stronger recruitment of the medial FEF and aMCC. Follow-up task-dependent and task-independent FC analyses revealed differential involvement of prosaccade-specific frontal regions with motor-related areas as well as subcortical regions. In contrast, antisaccade-specific regions were functionally embedded in a dorsal fronto-parietal network.

The results hence show that differential association of frontal regions with either more basal aspects of eye movement control during the performance of prosaccades or higher cognitive demands during antisaccade performance are corroborated by specific involvement in differential neural networks.

4.1. Meta-analysis

In a first step we performed a meta-analysis across experiments contrasting prosaccades vs. baseline or fixation revealing consistent involvement of bilateral SPL, lateral FEF, SEF, the right IPS and left thalamus (see Fig. 1A). A second meta-analysis was performed across experiments contrasting antisaccades vs. prosaccades and showed consistent stronger involvement of bilateral SPL, medial FEF, SEF and aMCC for antisaccades (Fig. 1B). Finally, commonalities as well as differences between these two experiment classes were delineated by conjunction and contrast analysis. In the following we will discuss each of the regions contributing to saccadic eye movements as well as potential spatial differentiation particularly within the frontal cortex.

4.1.1. Parietal lobe

The dorsal parietal lobe along the IPS, extending dorsomedially into the SPL, as well as the dorsal frontal cortex along the FEF have commonly been found to be activated in tasks involving covert attentional shifts to peripheral targets as well as when attention and saccades are shifted into the same direction (Dyckman et al., 2007; McDowell et al., 2005). This finding is well in line with the hypothesis that the neural correlates of oculomotor and attentional processes overlap and both processes are highly interrelated (Corbetta, 1998; Corbetta et al., 1998). Spatial and object location information travels from the visual cortex to the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) (Bartzer et al., 1991) where visual space information is retinotopically mapped preferentially in the contralateral hemisphere (Sereno et al., 2001). Non-human primate studies have shown that stimulus location is coded within a specific region of the PPC, the parietal eye field (PEF), in terms of distance and direction from the current center of gaze (Colby and Duhamel, 1996) and that this region is connected to the FEF (Ferraina et al., 2002; Schall, 1997). The human homologue of the parietal eye field has been proposed to lie within the deep region of the IPS (Muri et al., 1996). Interestingly, in the present meta-analyses, consistent involvement of the IPS (particularly area hIP2, hIP3) was only found within the right hemisphere for prosaccades. In contrast, a more posterior region of the PPC – area 7A within the SPL – was consistently found across prosaccades, but also for experiments contrasting antisaccades vs. prosaccades (see Fig. 1A–C). That is, while area 7A seems to be involved whenever participants have to perform an eye movement towards a visually coded spatial location, it furthermore increases its activity during the performance of the cognitively more demanding antisaccade. Furthermore, a spatial dissociation was observed within right SPL, as more lateral
parts were more often involved for prosaccades while medial parts were more consistently involved for antisaccades vs. prosaccades (Fig. 1D).

One possible reason for strong involvement of the SPL for prosaccades while antisaccades in the present study, while the IPS was only found for prosaccades in the right hemisphere, might be that the IPS is known to respond preferentially to visual targets in the contralateral field (Capotosto et al., 2013; Cieslik et al., 2010). As in fMRI paradigms investigating the antisaccade task, trials are rarely analyzed separately for left and right-sided eye movements, less consistent involvement of the IPS might be found. The SPL in contrast, has been found to play a crucial role in shifting the locus of spatial attention, such as when a spatial displacement occurs in the location of a target or the focus of attention independent of its direction (Capotosto et al., 2013; Molenberghs et al., 2007). This region could therefore be found more consistently irrespective of analyzing eye movements to opposite directions separately or together. The present study hence provides evidence for a strong involvement of area 7A in saccadic eye movements which is most possibly associated with the shifting of attentional resources towards a particular location that takes place when performing a prosaccade but even more so when participants have to endogenously reorient their attention away from the target to the mirror-symmetrical position.

4.1.2. Frontal eye fields

In humans the FEF are located in the precentral gyrus around the intersection with the caudalmost part of the superior frontal gyrus (cf. Paus, 1996) with exact location varying between studies and sometimes also covering the middle frontal gyrus (cf. Amiez and Petrides, 2009; Blanke et al., 2000). Discrepancies between imaging and the few electrical stimulation studies that are available in humans further complicate reliable anatomical delineations of the FEF in humans (cf. Amiez and Petrides, 2009).

Lesion and transcranial stimulation studies revealed a key role for the FEF in the initiation of internally-triggered intentional or exploratory saccades (Heide and Kompf, 1998; Wipfler et al., 2001). Anatomical and functional connectivity between vestibular regions and the FEF indicate that these two systems interact during the generation of smooth pursuit eye movements (Fukushima et al., 2006; zu Eulenburg et al., 2012). Furthermore, the FEF have not only been related to the generation but also the preparation of eye movements. For example, Connolly and colleagues (Connolly et al., 2002) used an antisaccade task with a variable gap period before appearance of the target stimulus and participants were instructed before the gap period to make either a pro- or antisaccade. Using this setup the authors found that activation within the FEF began to increase during the gap period and moreover revealed higher activity for anti- prosaccadic trials. Thereby it seems that the FEF are already involved at an early stage when the intention to perform an eye movement occurs and not only during the generation process itself.

The present meta-analyses revealed consistent involvement of the frontal eye fields for prosaccades as well as consistent higher activity for antisaccades compared to prosaccades. Interestingly, even though there was some overlap between the FEF clusters revealed from the two meta-analyses, the exact location of the FEF clusters differed between both meta-analyses. While the FEF focci consistently found for prosaccades were located on the precentral sulcus, the antisaccade-specific focci lay more medial covering mainly the superior and middle frontal gyrus (Fig. 1). Different functional properties of medial and lateral eye fields have previously been proposed based on imaging studies revealing specific involvement of medial vs. lateral FEF during newly learned saccade sequences compared to familiar ones (Grosbras et al., 2001), or saccades to unpredictable targets that require increased spatial attention demands (Simo et al., 2005). Similarly, a combined MEG-/EEG-study showed increased medial FEF activity for antisaccades compared to prosaccades prior to saccade generation, while the lateral FEF showed a divergent pattern (McDowell et al., 2005). Here, activity for antisaccades showed an initial rise but decelerated close to the antisaccade response while for prosaccades a continuous activity increase up until response generation was observed. Hence, it may be argued that the lateral part of the FEF is involved in the actual motor output, while the medial part is more strongly associated with higher cognitive processes that come into play e.g. when eye-movements have to be initiated endogenously (Jamadar et al., 2013; McDowell et al., 2008). Our results are well in line with this hypothesis. Importantly, the contrast analysis provided statistical evidence for a spatial dissociation within the FEF, with the lateral parts being consistently involved in prosaccades while the medial FEF were consistently stronger associated with antisaccade performance (Fig. 1D).

Summarizing, the present meta-analytic approach reveals meta-analytic evidence for a spatial dissociation within the frontal eye fields. While the lateral aspects are involved in more basal processes of eye movement preparation the more medial parts are specifically recruited for higher control of movement preparation that is necessary when selection of motor behavior has to be chosen based on specific task instructions. This spatial dissociation may then also explain some of the variance found for anatomical location of the FEF in different studies, which may in some cases be explained by different functional demands and hence differential involvement of subregions of the FEF.

4.1.3. Posterior medial frontal cortex

Within the posterior medial frontal cortex the SEF as well as the aMCC were identified being associated with different aspects of eye movement control. The SEF is located at the paracentral sulcus, rostral to the supplementary motor area (SMA) (Grosbras et al., 1999). Neural stimulation studies in primates as well as lesion and functional imaging studies in humans indicate a crucial role for the SEF in various saccadic tasks such as e.g. visually guided saccades (Luna et al., 1998), smooth pursuit (Missal and Heinen, 2001), monitoring of errors and reward or when there is conflict between several ongoing, competing saccadic responses (Parton et al., 2007). The present finding of consistent activity within the SEF for experiments contrasting prosaccades versus fixation or baseline provides further evidence that the SEF is involved in visually guided saccades. Moreover, consistent with the view that the SEF is strongly recruited when conflict between competing oculomotor response plans arises (cf. Husain et al., 2003; Parton et al., 2007) the same region was also consistently found for increased control demands during antisaccade performance as revealed by overlapping the two results (see Fig. 1C). In line with that Miller et al. (2005) found two regions lying very close to our right medial FEF and SEF (which they labeled presMA) to show greater coherence of the respective fMRI time series during antisaccades vs. prosaccades providing further evidence that these two regions strongly interact when increased control processes become necessary for accurate eye movement behavior. Interestingly however, the present contrast analysis revealed the SEF to be more consistently involved in prosaccadic eye movements. It has to be noted that stronger consistency for the SEF for prosaccades is not contradicting the finding that activity within the SEF increases when the control demands for eye movements increase. With meta-analytic contrasts we merely test which brain regions are more consistently involved in a specific process. The present results let us infer that the SEF is already strongly involved in the more reflexive processes of eye movements during prosaccades and would thereby reflect a ubiquitous component in the saccadic motor circuit that is involved whenever an eye movement has to be made. Additional increases of activity during
more complex eye movements, such as antisaccades, may then be observed depending on the level of difficulty increases.

Within the posterior medial frontal cortex another region showed differential involvement for antisaccades compared to prosaccades. Consistent increased activity for antisaccades was observed in the aMCC, which has previously often been labeled dorsal anterior cingulate cortex based on Brodmann’s coarser labeling despite evidence of a structurally and functionally distinct middle cingulate cortex (cf. Palomo-Gallagher et al., 2009; Vogt et al., 2004; Vogt, 2005). Interestingly, this region did not overlap with the cingulate eye field that has been proposed to be located more posteriorly (Amiez and Petrides, 2009). Previous lesion and imaging studies revealed evidence for a crucial role of the aMCC specifically in higher complex saccades, such as memory guided saccades or antisaccades (Brown et al., 2006; Gaymard et al., 1998; Matsuda et al., 2004). Moreover, the aMCC has been found to increase its activity in error antisaccade trials compared to correct antisaccade trials (Ford et al., 2005), specifically later in the trial (Poll et al., 2005). These results are well in line with the hypothesis of a specific role of the aMCC for error detection and conflict monitoring (for a review see Botvinick et al., 2004). More generally, the anterior portion of the midcingulate cortex has been consistently found in various tasks that require suppression of a routine action in favour of another task-dependent one (Cieslik et al., 2015). The role of the aMCC might then correspond to what Stuss and colleagues (Stuss et al., 1995) conceptualized as “energization of the appropriate task schema” and what would come into play whenever a non-dominant task schema would need to be “energized” or activated (cf. Cieslik et al., 2015). This process would also come into play when generating the non-dominant antisaccade in the contralateral direction of the stimulus. Following this interpretation, the region within the aMCC found to be consistently stronger activated during the performance of antisaccades compared to prosaccades in the present study may not be selectively involved in eye movement control, but more generally in the activation of the appropriate task schema necessary to perform the required action.

4.1.4. Subcortical areas

The only subcortical region that was found to be consistently involved in the generation of eye movements in the present meta-analyses was the thalamus, showing consistent involvement for prosaccade generation (Fig. 1). Cells within the thalamus form a link between subcortical areas and the cortex. Within the cortico-basal ganglia oculomotor network it is generally believed that the signals that reach the basal ganglia from the cortical eye fields are sent back to the cortex via the oculomotor thalamus (for a review see Isoda and Hikosaka, 2011 as well as Tanaka and Kunimatsu, 2011). While the thalamus has been found during the performance of visually guided saccades in human and non-human primates (e.g. Aichert et al., 2012; Baker et al., 2006), some other authors have related the thalamus mainly to self-initiated and voluntarily triggered saccades (Grosbras et al., 2005; Tanaka, 2007). We did not find evidence for consistent stronger thalamic involvement for antisaccades versus prosaccades in the present meta-analysis, which is in line with a previous meta-analysis from Jamadar et al. (2013). We therefore would suggest, that the thalamic involvement during eye movement performance is mainly related to the motor processes that are triggered whenever an eye movement is initiated and that would come into play to some extent whenever an oculomotor movement is initiated, no matter if it is visually driven or internally initiated.

No other subcortical region of the cortico-basal ganglia network was found in the present meta-analysis even though relatively precise models of basal ganglia involvement in saccadic eye movements have been established. Within the basal ganglia circuit the caudate nucleus receives input from the frontal cortex and projects either directly on the substantia nigra (SN) or through an indirect pathway – via the globus pallidus and subthalamic nucleus – on the SN. From the SN information is transmitted back to the cortex via the thalamus or forwarded to brain stem structures such as the superior colliculus (Hikosaka et al., 2000; Smith et al., 1998). The lack of basal ganglia involvement in the present study might most possibly be due to methodological reasons of imaging techniques. In particular, deep brain areas are difficult to investigate with standard fMRI protocols due to their small size and close proximity to vascular structures which may be causing physiological noise in the brain stem or midbrain (Guimaraes et al., 1998) and hence making it difficult to reliably measure hemodynamic responses in these areas.

Summarizing, the present meta-analytic results revealed consistent involvement of a frontoparietal network known to be involved in oculomotor control (e.g. Jamadar et al., 2013; McDowell et al., 2008; Munoz and Everling, 2004). Consistent increased activity during antisaccade performance was mainly identified in those cortical regions that were also recruited during prosaccades as revealed by overlaying the results of both meta-analyses. Furthermore, consistent with our hypothesis, a spatial dissociation was found particularly within the premotor and the posterior medial frontal cortex for different aspects of saccadic eye movement control (Fig. 1D). While the medial FEF and aMCC showed antisaccade-specific involvement, lateral FEF and SEF were stronger related to visually guided prosaccades. We would hypothesize that if these results reflect differential involvement in the control of eye movements these regions should also be integrated in distinct neural networks. To investigate potential involvement in differential neural networks FC analyses were performed using task-dependent and task-independent FC which will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

4.2. Functional connectivity analyses

As outlined in the introduction, task-dependent FC enables us to derive hypotheses about regions that form functional networks based on their common co-activation profile across different tasks (cf. Cieslik et al., 2013). Task-independent FC in contrast allows inferences about co-activation of spontaneous BOLD signal time series in individuals, in the absence of an externally structured task (for a review see van den Heuvel and Hulshoff Pol, 2010). In the present study we used task-dependent FC based on MACM to delineate differences in the functional connectivity pattern between the lateral and medial FEF as well as between the SEF and aMCC. Task-independent FC was then used as a second approach to confirm the differences found in task-based connectivity.

Performing a conjunction analysis across the FC maps for the prosaccade-related seeds revealed specific task-dependent FC of lateral FEF and SEF with the precentral gyrus and SEF/SMA surrounding the original seed regions (Fig. 2). Beside areas within and closely surrounding the original seed regions, specific task-dependent FC was found with bilateral area 44 and STG as well as bilateral putamen, left thalamus and the cerebellum. A very similar cortical pattern was found using RS analyses, which revealed specific task-independent FC with bilateral precentral gyrus and SEF/SMA as well as the middle extending into superior temporal gyrus and left area 44. However, no specific RS-FC with subcortical areas was found.

Importantly, we only report specific FC; that is, FC with regions that were stronger for lateral FEF vs. medial FEF and also for SEF vs. aMCC. It can hence be concluded that lateral FEF and SEF show stronger FC with each other compared to the medial FEF and aMCC. Interestingly, while the SEF is anatomically connected not only to
the lateral but also the medial FEF (Schall et al., 1993) it seems that functionally the SEF is stronger linked to the lateral FEF.

Further frontal cortex involvement was found in the IFG, particularly area 44. While this region has not commonly been associated with eye movements in the past, a recent parcellation study of Clos et al. (2013) functionally characterized subregions within left area 44 based on BrainMap meta-data and showed that the posterior portion of area 44 is more strongly related to action processes, such as action execution as well as action imagination. Clos et al. (2013) furthermore showed that all identified subregions within area 44 are functionally connected to the IFG and adjacent precentral gyrus, the SMA as well as the thalamus and putamen subcortically, providing further evidence that this region is functionally embedded in a motor network.

Besides the frontal cortex, specific FC with other cortical regions was only found with the bilateral posterior STG extending into the MTG. This region is known to respond to biologically valid information, specifically to eye movements of another person (Pelphrey et al., 2005; Puce et al., 1998). In line with that, the STG and adjacent STS have been found to increase their activity during joint attention, in particular when a person is following someone else’s gaze, i.e. is responding to joint attention (Redcay et al., 2012). The STG may therefore play a role in the integration of biologically valid direction information into eye movement motor plans.

Subcortical involvement was revealed by the task-based FC analysis that showed specific MACM-FC of lateral FEF and SEF with bilateral putamen and left thalamus. It has long been proposed that within the basal ganglia-thalamocortical circuit the putamen receives input from cortical areas such as motor and somatosensory cortices and itself projects on the pallidum. This area, in turn, innervates the thalamus, which projects back to a specific cortical area (cf. Alexander et al., 1986; DeLong and Wichmann, 2007). Data from non-human primates have shown that the thalamus is reciprocally connected with the FEF and SEF (for a review see Tanaka and Kunimatsu, 2011). In the present study we could identify the mediodorsal thalamic part which showed specific MACM-FC with the SEF and lateral FEF as thal-prefrontal, i.e. a region that is anatomically connected with the prefrontal cortex as revealed by diffusion data in humans (Behrens et al., 2003). The same region in the left hemisphere was found to be consistently activated for prosaccades in the present meta-analysis, a region that we would suggest to be involved in the basal aspects of eye movement initiation, no matter if it is a visually guided or endogenously initiated saccade.

Even though lesion and ataxia studies indicate a crucial role of the cerebellum for both accurate and adaptive smooth pursuit eye movements and horizontal as well as vertical saccades (Moschner et al., 1999; for a review see Robinson and Fuchs, 2001 and Voogd et al., 2012) neuroimaging studies have found less consistent involvement of the cerebellum in pro- and antisaccade behavior, which was also reflected in our meta-analyses. Potential reasons for this might be the lack of complete cerebellar coverage particularly in older imaging studies. However, in the task-based FC analyses specific MACM-FC was observed particularly with lobule V1 of the cerebellum. A tracer study in non-human primates showed that this part of the cerebellum is reciprocally connected with M1 (Kelly and Strick, 2003). Furthermore, a recent RS-FC analysis in humans that aimed to investigate cerebellar contributions to several previously identified networks found this region to participate in the sensorimotor network including amongst others the sensorimotor cortex, premotor cortex, SMA, aMCC but also subcortical regions such as the thalamus and putamen (Habas et al., 2009). We would hence suggest that lobule VI of the cerebellum that showed specific MACM-FC with the lateral FEF and SEF in the present study reveals an adaptive control function to afford saccade mechanisms with adaptability through interaction with motor related cortical regions as well as subcortically the thalamus and putamen.

Summarizing, investigation of lateral FEF and SEF’s functional connectivity profile revealed that these regions are commonly integrated in a network related to motor output control including the basal ganglia-thalamocortical motor circuit as well as the more motor related part of area 44, the STG and cerebellum.

In contrast, the medial FEF and aMCC were integrated in a (dorsal) fronto-parietal network. In particular, they showed conjoint MACM-FC with a bilateral network consisting of the middle frontal gyrus and posterior medial frontal cortex surrounding the original seed region, the DLPCF, IFG, IPS, the left SPL, right angular gyrus and right anterior insula (Fig. 2). The RS analyses revealed a slightly different connectivity profile, particularly with bilateral DLPCF, IPL, PCC, the aMCC and right superior frontal gyrus (Fig. 3). A very similar set of fronto-parietal regions, including premotor regions of the precentral gyrus, posterior parts of the IFG and adjacent insula, the middle frontal gyrus, the posterior medial frontal cortex as well as parietal regions including the IPS and adjacent IPC, has been proposed to respond in a domain- and process-general fashion to a wide variety of cognitive demanding tasks and has hence been called the multiple demand network (for a review see Duncan, 2010; Fedorenko et al., 2013). In line with that these regions have been implicated in a variety of tasks not only involving cognitive action control (Cieslik et al., 2015), but also working memory (Rottshy et al., 2012) or vigilant attention (Langner and Eickhoff, 2013). Moreover, signal fluctuations in these regions strongly correlate with each other during specific task demands but also during rest conditions when participants are lying in the scanner without a specific task to perform (Blank et al., 2014). Most of these regions, specifically in the PFC, have also been found to be important for the increased cognitive control demands during antisaccade performance. Even though we could not find consistent stronger activation for antisaccades versus prosaccades within the PFC in our meta-analysis, a crucial role of the lateral PFC in antisaccade performance has been revealed by lesion (Pierrot-Desileigny et al., 2003) as well as neuroimaging studies (Chikazoe et al., 2007; Ettenger et al., 2008; Ford et al., 2005) particularly in the late preparation period. While the involvement of the lateral PFC in tasks such as the antisaccade as well as the go/no-go or stop signal task has usually been associated with specific inhibitory processes, recent evidence suggests that this region might be more strongly related to the maintenance and implementation of the adequate task set including the activation of the appropriate behavioral alternative (Everling and Johnston, 2013; Munakata et al., 2011).

While both, task-dependent and task-independent, FC analyses revealed specific involvement with the lateral PFC, FC connectivity with the parietal cortex differed between both methods. In particular, while MACM-FC revealed FC with IPS and SPL, that is regions that were also found in the meta-analytic approach and play a crucial role in attentional orienting, RS-FC was found with the IPC. Moreover, specific FC with the PCC was found in the RS analysis that was not present in the MACM analysis. These differences may most possibly be related to methodological reasons. As the multiple demand network has been initially characterized based on task-fMRI data (Duncan, 2010; Duncan and Owen, 2000) that all used a structured task, differences to RS-FC are actually not surprising but may be explained by the lack of specific task instructions that most commonly require participants to process a visual or another sensory input and process it in a task-specific manner. In contrast, in RS sessions participants are laying in the scanner without performing a structured task, hence attentional resources will be directed more internally and thoughts being more self-referential concerning e.g. autobiographic contents (Mazoyer et al., 2001). In line with that, besides its crucial role in attentional capturing and reorienting to salient and behaviorally relevant stimuli the IPC – and particu-
larly the supramarginal gyrus—has been associated with episodic memory retrieval (for a review see Hutchinson et al., 2009; Skinner and Fernandes, 2007). Furthermore, the dorsal aspect of the PCC that was also found in the KS analysis has been shown to feature FC with regions strongly related to cognitive control such as the dorsal attention network, the fronto-parietal control network, the salience network but also the default mode network (Leech et al., 2011; for a review see Leech and Sharp, 2014). It has hence been proposed to modulate the interaction between cognitive control and default mode networks, thereby playing a key role in mediating the attentional focus between internal representations and external changes in the environment, which might play a constant role when participants are lying in the scanner without a specific task to perform (cf. Leech et al., 2011).

Summarizing, the medial FEF and aMCC that were found to be more consistently associated with increased demands for antisaccades versus prosaccades seem to be integrated in a network that is associated with a diversity of cognitive control processes. Higher cognitive control specifically necessary when a participant has to respond to a visual stimulus in an incongruent manner could then be facilitated through interactions of medial FEF and aMCC with other top-down regions, specifically those regions that play a dominant role in the multiple demand network.

4.3. Integrating meta-analytic and FC results

Bringing together the connectivity results with those from the meta-analyses, the hypothesis of a functional dissociation within the FEF and posterior medial frontal cortex as suggested by the meta-analytic findings is corroborated by the FC analyses that showed divergent functional profiles of the respective subregions. That is, different spatial locations within the posterior medial frontal cortex and FEF cannot be explained simply by spatial uncertainty, but rather reflect different functional modules that are integrated in distinct neural networks. In particular, involvement of lateral FEF and SEF for the more basal aspects of eye movements thereby goes along with FC with a motor output network, while involvement of medial FEF and aMCC for increased control demands during antisaccade performance is associated with FC with the multiple demand network. Interestingly, FC was not only observed with those regions found in the respective meta-analysis but revealed a much broader network of cortical and subcortical regions. Most of these regions are part of the saccade network as supported by non-human primate and human studies (for a review see Munoz and Everling, 2004). Different factors might explain why not all of these regions were found in the meta-analytic results. First, as already noted some regions such as subcortical regions or the cerebellum may be difficult to investigate reliably with fMRI due to technical reasons (Guimaraes et al., 1998; McDowell et al., 2008) and may only be found when authors specifically focus on that area and adapt the imaging protocol accordingly. Moreover, specific regional involvement may depend on what kind of information has to be integrated to drive an eye movement towards the respective direction; e.g. the STG might be selectively involved when biologically valid stimuli such as eye movements are presented but not commonly in every antisaccade task. Moreover, it has to be kept in mind that the original set of experiments included in each meta-analysis was rather small (n = 12) compared to other large-scale meta-analyses that investigate widely-used fMRI paradigms, such as working memory experiments. Therefore, regions that show higher spatial variability across studies such as the DLPFC or IFC. These regions may therefore be found less consistently using meta-analyses across a relatively small number of studies. At the same time, the contributions reported in the supplementary results revealed that the regional effects that could be identified in the present meta-analyses were very stable. In particular, for each meta-analysis at least half of the experiments (but mostly even eight to ten experiments) contributed to the effect in each cortical region. Less convergence was found only for the thalamus. Thus, we could show that even though the total number of included experiments was rather small, results were not driven by only a small portion of the studies included.

Another limitation is that we here only included prosaccades and antisaccades but no other eye movements such as e.g. smooth pursuit or memory-guided saccades. Therefore, our results of a functional dissociation within the FEF and the posterior medi
frontal cortex for either more basal motor processes versus higher cognitive control processes are dependent on the type of eye movement included. As studies in macaque monkeys have revealed evidence for a specific involvement of the caudal parts of the FEF for smooth pursuit eye movements (Fukushima et al., 2011; Fukushima et al., 2013), the question arises if the FEF may be subdivided into even more finely graduated submodules than previously thought and if there might also be a rostro-caudal functional gradient within the FEF. Future imaging studies could hence try to disentangle further potential subdivisions within the FEF by comparing the neural correlates of saccades, antisaccades, memory-guided saccades as well as smooth pursuit eye movements within the same participants.

5. Conclusion

In the present study functional differentiations within the frontal cortex for eye movement control were investigated by integrating results from neuroimaging studies analyzing pro- and antisaccade performance in healthy participants. We found that the lateral FEF and the SEF were more often involved in prosaccade performance whereas the medial FEF and the aMCC showed consistent increased involvement for antisaccades vs. prosaccades. This functional dissociation was furthermore mirrored by a differential involvement in neural networks as revealed by subsequent MACM- and RS-FC analyses. While the frontal regions stronger recruited for prosaccades were embedded in a motor output network, the frontal regions associated with higher control mechanisms for eye movements showed stronger FC with a multiple demand network that comes into play whenever task difficulty increases.

The present results reveal quantitative functional as well as multimodal network evidence that specific regions within the frontal cortex are differentially embedded in the saccade network. In particular, we would propose a functional gradient within the FEF and posterior medial frontal cortex with medial parts of the FEF and anterior parts of the posterior medial frontal cortex being strongly involved in higher cognitive control mechanisms necessary in the antisaccade task while lateral parts of the FEF and the posterior medial frontal cortex are associated with the motor output.
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